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a b s t r a c t
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) live streaming has become increasingly popular over the Internet. To
alleviate the inter-ISP trafﬁc load and to minimize the access latency, proxy caching has
been widely suggested for P2P applications. In this paper, we carry out an extensive
measurement study on the properties of P2P live streaming data requests. Our measurement demonstrates that the P2P living streaming trafﬁc exhibits strong localities that
could be explored by caching. This is particularly noticeable for the temporal locality,
which is often much weaker in the conventional P2P ﬁle sharing applications. Our
results further suggest that the request time of the same data piece from different peers
exhibits a generalized extreme value distribution. We then propose a novel sliding window (SLW)-based caching algorithm, which predicts and caches popular data pieces
according to the measured distribution. Our experimental results suggest that the P2P
live streaming can greatly beneﬁt from the proxy caching. And, with much lower overhead, our SLW algorithm works closer to an off-line optimal algorithm that holds the
complete knowledge of future requests.
Ó 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the tremendous success of
the peer-to-peer (P2P) communication paradigm. With
each participating node contributing its own resources,
the P2P communication architecture scales extremely well
with user population. It has been widely used in such
applications as ﬁle sharing [1,2], voice over IP (VoIP) [3],
live streaming and video-on-demand (VOD) [4]. They together have contributed to a great portion of the overall
Internet trafﬁc [5], and its ever growing trend has posed
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a signiﬁcant threat to sustainable operations of Internet
Service Providers (ISP) [6].
To mitigate the trafﬁc load, particularly the costly interISP trafﬁc, caching data of interest closer to end-users has
been frequently suggested in the literature. There have
been extensive studies on caching the trafﬁc of web [7,8]
or streaming video in the client/server architecture (video
streaming for short) [9]. Recent works have also examined
caching for P2P ﬁle sharing [6,10]. The caches are generally
deployed at gateways of institutions, referred to as proxy
caching. Through satisfying requests from the local storage,
they not only reduces the bandwidth consumption, but
also minimizes the access latency [11]. The latest experiments further suggests that caching is very effective for
P2P ﬁle sharing, too (with a bandwidth reduction of over
60% [12]).
There are however important differences between living streaming and the conventional web and ﬁle sharing
applications. For the latter two, the data pieces exhibit a
skewed distribution, and the pieces frequently requested
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in the past tend to be frequently requested in the future.
This is not the case in living streaming that demands
sequential playback. The data pieces in living streaming
on the other hand has strong temporal correlations, since
they are exchanged in a small playback window. With
the playback window moves over time, the popularity
and even usefulness of the data pieces change as well. To
the best of our knowledge, proxy caching for P2P live
streaming trafﬁc has yet to be examined, despite several
pioneer studies on collaborative caching on the peer side
[13,14].
In this paper, we present a systematic study on the proxy
caching for P2P live streaming. We ﬁrst analyze the real data
request of a popular P2P live streaming application, PPLive
[4], and identify its key characteristics. In particular, we ﬁnd
that the request time of the same data piece from different
peers exhibits a generalized extreme value distribution.
We then develop a data request generator that can closely
synthesize P2P live streaming trafﬁc. We further propose a
novel sliding window (SLW) caching algorithm that explores
the unique distribution of the live streaming requests.
We evaluated the performance of our algorithm and
compare it with typical caching strategies. Our experiments show that our algorithm well suites the P2P live
streaming trafﬁc, and its cache hit rate is very close to that
of an off-line optimal algorithm. We further model the theoretical performance of the new algorithm, and provides
general guidelines for the conﬁguration and optimization
of the algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we survey the related work. In Section 3, we compare the
trafﬁc characteristics of P2P live streaming and P2P ﬁle sharing, followed by a measurement study on the data request
distribution of PPLive in Section 4. We then present our
caching algorithm in Section 5, and evaluate its performance
in Section 6. Section 6 further models the performance of our
caching algorithm. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Related work
There have been a series of measurement studies on
P2P live streaming systems, particularly PPLive [15,16].
Hei et al. [15] carry out an in-depth analysis of PPLive,
and ﬁnd that PPLive users experience large start-up delay
and playback lags. They conclude that dedicated proxy
nodes are necessary to help with delivering videos at higher playback rate. According to Ali et al. [16], P2P live
streaming has a greater impact on network bandwidth
than P2P ﬁle sharing, because the upload bandwidth is unfairly exhausted by some peers. These studies reveal a lot
of statistical information about PPLive, but the request distribution, which is of critical importance to cache design,
has yet to be identiﬁed.
In the past, web caching has been extensively studied
[8]. The importance and feasibility of caching P2P trafﬁc
have been demonstrated in [17,12] and [18]. Studies [17]
and [12] show that P2P trafﬁc is highly redundant and
caching can reduce as much as 50–60% of the trafﬁc. The
work in [18] further suggests deploying proxy caches and
making P2P protocols locality-aware, so as to reduce inter-ISP trafﬁc. Other studies on proxy caching for P2P ﬁle

sharing include [6] and [10]. We summary the key issues
addressed in these studies as follows:
 Object popularity. Incorporating object popularity into
caching algorithms can help with improving the cache
hit rate. The pattern of object popularity is usually studied as part of the caching algorithm design process [6].
Typical object popularity patterns can be found in [7]
and [19]. These studies all prove the effectiveness of
the Pareto principle (or 80–20 rule). The channel popularity in P2P live streaming also satisﬁes the 80–20 rule
which is an important consideration for caching algorithm design in our work.
 Temporal and spatial locality. Locality of reference characterizes the ability to predict future accesses to objects
from the history information [8]. There are two important types of locality: temporal and spatial. Temporal
locality refers to the repeated accesses to the same
object within short time periods. It implies that recently
accessed objects are likely to be accessed again in the
future. Spatial locality refers to the patterns that accesses to some objects imply accesses to certain other
objects. That said, the references to some objects can
be a predictor of future references to other objects. Least
Recently Used (LRU) is a classic algorithm utilizing temporal locality. The SLW algorithm proposed in our work
exploits both the temporal and spatial locality of data
requests.
Despite the common issues, existing studies have suggested that web, video streaming and P2P ﬁle sharing trafﬁc all have their distinct features, and specialized policies
are preferred to cache their respective trafﬁc [10]. Also
note that the popular pre-fetching policies to minimize
the startup latency or to meet certain time constraints
[9,20–23] are not necessarily useful for living streaming.
This is because the data pieces are released gradually over
time. In this work, we concentrate on achieving best cache
hit rate without considering time constraint explicitly. We
will see later that these two goals actually do not conﬂict.
3. Proxy caching for P2P live streaming: a general view
In this section, we ﬁrst give a generic architectural view
of caching for P2P live streaming, in particular, where and
how the caches are deployed. We then analyze the differences between live streaming and ﬁle sharing in terms of
cache design, which motivates our study.
3.1. Generic cache architecture for P2P trafﬁc
In the P2P communication paradigm, each node (peer)
has dual roles: downloading from other peers as a client,
and uploading to other peers as a server. To avoid long-distance sessions, particularly those between peers of different institutions such as Autonomous Systems (ASes), the
cache servers can be deployed at the access points of regional networks (as in [24]), as shown in Fig. 1a.
Once operated, the gateway intercepts the P2P downloading requests originated from its associated regional
network and redirects them to the P2P cache server
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Table 1
Comparison between P2P live streaming and P2P ﬁle sharing.

(a) P2P Cache Deployment Position

Exchanged
data
Caching
unit
Cached
data
Popular
data

P2P ﬁle sharing

P2P live streaming

Can be any part of an
object
Whole ﬁle/whole
segment
Can be popular for a
long time
Can be discrete parts of
a ﬁle/the whole ﬁle

Only those around the
playback point
Only segments
become obsolete soon
Continuous and always
around the playback point

until being released. In general, the data requests generated by live streaming peers are semi-ordered and continuous, concentrating in a limited window, as shown in
Fig. 2. As the playback window moves over time, the data
popularity changes as well. In contrast, ﬁle sharing may
have multiple hot spots that are relatively stable. Such differences imply that the existing caching algorithms of P2P
ﬁle sharing must be substantially re-designed to ﬁt the
uniqueness of living streaming.

(b) P2P Proxy Cache Working Mechanism
Fig. 1. P2P cache deployment.

(Fig. 1). Such interception can be either implemented by
redirecting signals or using forged IP addresses of remote
peers [25]. The objective is to serve as many data requests
locally as possible. The server will fetch data from remote
peers only when the data cannot be found in its local
cache. The old data will be evicted if the cache space is exhausted. Note that the cache server is transparent to P2P
peers, since only the downloading requests are intercepted
while other control signals such as buffer map exchange
messages remain untouched.
Fig. 1 shows that every downloading request sent to the
Internet will ﬁrst be processed by the cache server. Nevertheless, the peers in the same regional network may also
exchange data, e.g., using the collaborative cache mechanism to fetch as much data locally as possible [18].
3.2. Distinct features of P2P live streaming
Numerous P2P live streaming applications have been
developed, including CoolStreaming [26], PPLive [4] and
PPStream [27]. The design of these applications shares
many similarities with that of P2P ﬁle distribution, particularly BitTorrent [1]. They both divide the whole ﬁle into
smaller data pieces and maintain a mesh-like overlay
among the peers for them to exchange the data availability
information, issue requests, and then fetch data from
partners.
There are nevertheless important differences between
P2P live streaming and P2P ﬁle sharing (Table 1). First, only
the data pieces around the playback point are requested in
live streaming, while any data piece may be exchanged at
any time in ﬁle sharing. Second, given the skewed popularity, a frequently accessed ﬁle can be cached as a whole to
save bandwidth; in live streaming, caching the whole object is generally impossible because the data is unavailable

4. Data request analysis and data request synthesis for
P2P live streaming
In P2P applications, peers exchange data by sending
data requests to other peers. Existing studies on caching
P2P ﬁle sharing trafﬁc mainly focus on the spatial characteristics of data requests, including the amount of requests
for each object and the request distribution among segments inside the object. In this section, we study the temporal characteristics of live streaming data requests with
real data traces from PPLive.
PPLive is a typical P2P live streaming system which is
very popular in China and has a signiﬁcant user base in
North America as well. It employs the mesh-pull P2P data
exchange architecture, which is also used in CoolStreaming, PPStream, UUSee, SopCast, TVAnts, VVSky and many
other P2P IPTV systems [15]. Because data pieces get stale
soon in live streaming, it is always of high priority to fetch
the rarest and the most urgent data pieces to meet the realtime constraints. Considering the applications all use the
mesh-pull architecture, the request scheduling mechanisms are similar. Thus we believe PPLive is representative
of these live streaming applications in the perspective of
data request characteristics.
The traces are collected by passively snifﬁng the PPLive
clients. When a user opens the PPLive software, the endpoint is activated by joining the overlay network. It re-

Fig. 2. Windows for BitTorrent and PPLive.
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trieves channel list and peer list from root servers and exchanges buffer map with partners. Finally, it sends data requests to other peers for video data. These requests are
collected with a proprietary tool provided by PPLive company (we have cooperation with PPLive) and stored for
off-line analysis.
Typically the whole movie ﬁle is divided into data segments each containing sixteen data pieces. The information
stored for a data request includes request sending time
(also known as time stamp), request segment sequence
and data piece sequence (Fig. 3). The data requests are sent
based on data piece to different peers. The collected requests for each host are then preprocessed by ﬁltering
duplicate requests, removing segment sequence number
and translating the relative data piece sequence number
into absolute one. We have collected traces generated by
ﬁve PPLive clients on different hosts in our campus watching the same program for 2 h.
4.1. Characteristics of data requests for individual users
In this section, we study the characteristics of data requests for single users.
4.1.1. Stable requesting rate
We plot the data requests as points (Fig. 4a) and ﬁnd the
linear relationship between the data piece sequence number and time stamp. It indicates that the requesting rate (requests sent per second) represented by the slope is stable.
We have also studied requests for other channels and on
different platforms. The linear relationship is also observed
though the slope may be different.
4.1.2. Request groups and subgroups
We have found grouping features of data requests. In
Fig. 4a, the requests in the box are sent in 1 s (e.g., from
101.5 s to 102.5 s). We call these requests a request group.
Requests in a request group can be further divided into
two subgroups, request subgroup1 and request subgroup2,
according to the thickness of request time stamp. The
interval between the centers of the two subgroups is about
0.5 s. We deﬁne the group/subgroup size as the number of
requests in a group/subgroup. From Fig. 4b and c, we learn
that most groups are of size 32 or 48. And the later accounts for about 75% of all the groups. This implies that
PPLive client is designed to send 32 or 48 data requests
per second. To learn the proportion of requests sent in subgroup1 to those sent in the whole group, we plot the
subgroup1 size
distribution for group size 32 and 48, respecgroup size
tively (Fig. 4e and f). Both ﬁgures show that most of the re-

Fig. 3. Data request information.

quests are sent in subgroup1, and relatively more requests
are sent in subgroup 2 for group size 48. We have also
studied the interval between adjacent requests of the same
subgroup. Fig. 4d shows that more than 97% is between 0
and 0.0005 s.
These study results reveal the data request generation
mechanisms for single users, which are the basis of the
data request generator algorithm in Section 4.4.
4.2. Request lag distribution among peers
Playback lag refers to the phenomenon that some peers
watch frames in a channel minutes behind other peers
[15]. Here, by request lag, we mean the phenomenon that
some peers fetch a data piece in a channel seconds behind
other peers in the same network. Request lag is very
important because it indicates the lifetime of a data piece
in live streaming. The interval between the ﬁrst and last requests of a data piece is the lag length. If a data piece is already released and not yet obsolete (still being requested),
we say it is active. The number of active data pieces in a
channel at any given time is limited. These active data
pieces are continuous, which are called the requesting window of a channel.
To study the request lag characteristics, we divide the
data requests from ﬁve hosts into smaller segments each
with 500 data requests, and 4140 request segments are acquired. These request segments are all normalized to start
from request sequence number 0 and time stamp 0.0. Each
request segment represents the requests of a single user.
So we obtained requests of 4140 peers from the data captured in ﬁve clients. Then the lags among peers fetching
the same data piece are analyzed. We retrieve the time
stamp (logged in each request record) of data request
number 300 (the 300th of 500 requests, which is around
the middle) from each group, calculate the lag to the earliest request of the group and plot its probability distribution in Fig. 5. By ﬁtting the distribution of request lags in
matlab with distribution models including exponential, extreme value, generalized extreme value, generalized pareto, logistic, normal and t location-scale, we ﬁnd that it
follows the generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution
with parameters j ¼ 0:214242; l ¼ 2:46523; r ¼ 1:992
42 (Fig. 5) and the log likelihood is 25582.2. The GEV distribution ﬁts the data well in the view of both probability
density and cumulative probability. Another way to measure the distribution of a pile of data is empirical distribution. It usually can ﬁt the real data better. But the
distribution function of empirical distribution can be
complicated and not typical. We tend to ﬁt the data with
a well studied distribution and the beneﬁts will be found
when analyzing the performance of our new caching
algorithm.
The GEV distribution is widely used in risk management, ﬁnance, insurance, economics, hydrology, material
sciences, telecommunications, and many other industries
dealing with extreme events [28]. Its probability density
function (PDF) can be expressed as (j – 0)

f ðxÞ ¼

1

r

1

k1j ek

1; j

ð1Þ
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Fig. 4. Characteristics of live streaming data requests.

where k ¼ 1 þ j xrl, k > 0 and j; r; l are the shape, scale,
and location parameters, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows that the lag length is about 15 s, which cover more than 95% of the overall data requests. The lag distribution describes the lifetime of a data piece. When a
data piece is ﬁrst released, it is requested by only a few
peers. Then it becomes very hot because more and more
data copies are available in the P2P network and the play-

back position of most users moves to this data piece. However, as the playback window forwards, the data piece
becomes unpopular again, and is obsolete after about
15 s. The ﬁndings are inspiring in caching algorithm design. For a channel with average group size of
32 * 0.25 + 48 * 0.75 = 44 (refer to Section 4.1) data pieces,
the playback rate is about 44 * 1 KBytes * 8 bits/
Byte * 1 s = 352 kbps since the typical data piece size is
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Fig. 5. Lag distribution ﬁt.

4.3. Channel popularity
Similar to the role of object popularity in P2P ﬁle sharing caching, channel popularity (i.e. the online user number
of a channel) is important for live streaming in caching
algorithm design. Channel popularity varies when user
joins the overlay network or aborts connection. When
designing caching algorithms for P2P live streaming, cache
should be allocated according to channel popularity.
To study channel popularity, we measure the online
user number of totally 4403 channels at 21:30 pm on
2008-11-07 with the help of PPLive. The online user number versus channel rank distribution is plotted in the log–
log scale in Fig. 6. The distribution can be modeled as a line
with slope of about 0.53. The relationship is expressed as

log y ¼ a log x þ b;

ð2Þ

where 0 6 log x 6 c; a ¼ 0:53; b ¼ 3:73; c ¼ 3:0, y is the
online user number and x is the channel rank.
We have also modeled the distribution with stretched
exponential distribution [19], but found that although the
distribution ﬁts the unpopular channels well, it is not so
good for the top 20 channels. Because popular channels account for larger fraction of network trafﬁc, we prefer to

model the top 100 channels with a more accurate linear
relationship.
Eq. (2) can be used as a guideline in deciding channel
user number for generating synthetic data requests. Given
the channel number, we can pick points evenly on the line
so that both popular and unpopular channels are generated
proportionally.
4.4. Data request synthesis
We have studied request characteristics for single users,
the lag distribution among peers in a channel and channel
popularity. Now we show how to utilize the ﬁndings to
generate synthetic data requests for caching algorithm
evaluation. There are two objectives when generating synthetic requests. One is to match real traces as well as possible. The other is to follow the typical patterns. We
achieve these goals by strictly following the models in previous sections and adding randomness if necessary. The
synthetic data request generator algorithm is described
in Fig. 7.
The procedure involves six steps:
1. Determine online user number for each channel (Fig. 7,
Line 1, 2). Given the channel number chN, ﬁrst we determine the online user number for each channel. Accord-

4
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1 KBytes. So the cache needed for a channel with 352 kbps
playback rate is about 44 * 1 KBytes * 15 = 660 KBytes. If
cached data is carefully updated and all the current active
data pieces are cached, a small cache can achieve nearly
100% hit rate.
So far, we have investigated the request characteristics
of P2P live streaming, assuming all the requested data is
fetched from the Internet rather than the local regional
network. Because of the poor locality discovery mechanism, the assumption is reasonable and also proved by
our inspection on real traces. But there’s still possibility
that data is fetched from the local regional network especially if the streaming content is static and data source locates in the same regional network. We argue that
different data pieces have the same probability to be
fetched locally, so the request characteristics observed in
the gateway won’t change dramatically, although much
less data requests can be seen.
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Fig. 6. Channel popularity modeling.
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sequence number starts from 1, monotonically increasing. Steps 3,4 are executed iteratively until time stamp
exceeds duration seconds.
6. Merge all the requests and get output (Fig. 7, Line 9). Every
request has its time stamp, which indicates its sending
time. We merge all the requests by sorting them with
the key of time stamp. The output data contains the
(time stamp, channel ID, sequence number) entry for
each request, which is the ﬁnal synthetic data.
The synthetic data generation process is almost online
except that the lag between requests must be generated
with matlab. Since it’s very convenient to generate data given a distribution with matlab, we decide to do it off-line
after balancing the efforts and gains of implementing a
new distribution data generating algorithm. Also generating data with matlab makes the process easier-to-understand. But we can also do it online, which is actually an
implementation issue.
Fig. 7. Data request generator.

5. Sliding window (SLW) caching algorithm

2.

3.

4.

5.

ing to the channel popularity relationship in Eq. (2), we
generate a series of online user numbers (y) by picking
rank values (log x) evenly on the x-axis.
Generate lag data (Fig. 7, Line 3, 4, 5). As discussed in Section 4.2, peers of the same channel have a certain lag
between each other. The request lags obey the GEV distribution (Fig. 5), so we use matlab to generate request
lags for each channel and assign a lag to each user as the
initial request time stamp. The distribution parameters
are marked in Fig. 5.So far, the online user number in
each channel and the initial request time stamp for each
user have been determined. The following two steps are
for generating requests for each user in step 5.
Determine request interval. As shown in Section 4.1,
request intervals are classiﬁed into two types: request
interval between groups/subgroups and request interval inside subgroups. We use 1 s as request interval
between groups and 0.5 s between subgroups
(Fig. 4a). To match real traces better, some randomness
is added(e.g., add 0:05  þ0:05 for the group/subgroup interval). Request interval inside subgroups is
0–0.0005 as shown in Fig. 4d. Note that the request
interval is calculated when generating every new
request.
Determine subgroup size. Group size reﬂects the requesting rate. Higher requesting rate means more requests
are sent in each group, thus larger group size. In our
case, groups of size 32 and 48 dominate (Fig. 4b and
c). So only these two sizes are used. The probability
for group size of 32 is 0.25 and 0.75 for 48 (Fig. 4c).
Whether requests of the same group are sent in subgroup1 or subgroup 2 is determined according to
Fig. 4e and f in a probabilistic fashion.
Generate request data for each user (Fig. 7, Line 6, 7, 8). We
assign a lag generated in step 2 as the initial time tamp
to each user and generate requests ([time stamp, channel ID, sequence number] entry) using steps 3, 4. The

Based on the observations in previous sections, we propose a novel caching algorithm for P2P live streaming
called sliding window (SLW) algorithm. SLW caches the
hottest data pieces in the requesting window and distributes cache among channels according to their popularity.
Although P2P live streaming trafﬁc is very favorable for
caching (see Section 4.2), it’s unnecessary and wasteful to
cache all the active data pieces of all channels because
most of the channels are not popular. Our caching objective is to reduce the trafﬁc on the link. So a well-designed
caching algorithm should cache data pieces of popular
channels preferentially.
The caching unit of SLW is data piece since it’s the data
transmission unit in P2P live streaming. Different data
pieces are usually fetched from different peers. The data
piece size is ﬁxed (1KB) in PPLive [29].
The basic idea of SLW is to maintain a caching window
storing the most popular data pieces in the requesting window for each channel. At any given time, all the data pieces
in the requesting window are active, but some are requested more frequently. As data pieces are released gradually and data piece sequence number increases
monotonically, these popular data pieces are continuous
in the requesting window according to the lag distribution
in Section 4.2. SLW stores these data pieces in cache which
are called the caching window of a channel. The caching
window size should not be larger than the requesting window size, or it is a waste of cache. We denote the requesting window size as X, and it can be calculated by

X ¼ R  L:

ð3Þ

where R is the requesting rate and L is the lag length. Data
piece is the unit of the cache size, the caching window size
and the requesting window size.
The requesting window is sliding forward, so the caching window should also slide forward to accommodate the
popularity change of data pieces. That’s why we call our
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new algorithm the sliding window algorithm. To decide
whether the caching window should be moved forward,
we sample the request count of the head and tail parts of
the caching window. If the data pieces at the head are more
popular than those at the tail, we know it’s time to admit
new data pieces into cache and evict those at the tail. In
this way, it’s guaranteed that the most popular data pieces
are always cached. The pseudo-code of the SLW algorithm
is shown in Fig. 8.
The algorithm ‘‘Cache Replacement” in Fig. 8 describes
the process of sliding the caching window, while the algorithm ‘‘Channel Cache Size Adjustment” updates the cache
allocation among channels periodically according to the
trend of channel popularity. The channel popularity statistics are maintained in line 2 and reset after each adjustment. They reﬂect not only the number of online users
but also the channel requesting rate. Cache is allocated
proportionally among channels according to their popularity statistics. The upper limit of the allocated cache for each
channel is its requesting window size X. We distribute
cache among the channels according to the data request
number instead of online user number of each channel because the data request number is more accurate with regard to the different requesting window sizes for
different channels.
Compared with the typical LRU (Least Recently Used)
algorithm, which utilizes temporal popularity by caching
the most popular data pieces, SLW also exploits spatial
locality by maintaining a continuous caching window.
Although the popularity of the data pieces in the caching
window may vary temporarily, which can be reﬂected by
LRU immediately, the caching window does not move forward until the data pieces at the head are more popular
than those at the tail. So the employment of spatial locality
helps resist temporary popularity ﬂuctuations.
The SLW algorithm has several advantages.

 Flexible. Section 4.2 shows that the request lag follows
the GEV distribution, but the parameters may vary in
different network environments or time periods. SLW
employs the distribution indirectly by sampling the data
popularity in the head and tail parts, irrelevant to the
speciﬁc parameters of the GEV distribution. Besides,
it’s common in a P2P network that peers join the network or abort connections frequently. SLW accommodates channel popularity variation by maintaining
channel popularity statistics and adjusting cache size
accordingly.
 Skillfully using the characteristics of P2P live streaming
trafﬁc. SLW integrates information regarding all aspects
including channel popularity, temporal and spatial
locality. SLW always caches the most popular data
pieces in the playback window and slides ahead when
data pieces at the head become more popular. These
cached data pieces are always continuous and accesses
to the most popular data pieces indicate the increase
of accesses to the data pieces of the head part. Moreover,
as new data pieces get popular very quickly (Fig. 5), they
are cached very soon once appear, which speeds up data
delivery.
 Computationally-efﬁcient. As Fig. 8 shows, the overhead
of cache management is low. The time complexity for
cache replacement is Oð1Þ, and the space complexity is
OðchNÞ. The periodic adjustment of channel cache size
has OðchNÞ both as the time and space complexity.

6. Evaluation and discussion
In this section, we use synthetic data requests to evaluate the performance of our SLW algorithm, and compare it
with three typical web caching algorithms (LRU, LFU, GDS)
and two caching algorithms (LSB, P2P) proposed for P2P
ﬁle sharing. The usual FIFO and OPT algorithms are also
implemented for comparison. Then we show how to calculate the theoretical performance curve of the SLW algorithm and standardize it as guidelines for estimating SLW
performance.
6.1. Experimental setup

Fig. 8. The SLW caching algorithm.

The main objective of caching P2P live streaming trafﬁc
is to reduce extra trafﬁc on the network link. So the most
important metric of the caching algorithms is the cache
hit rate, i.e. the percentage of data requests served locally.
Usually the cache size is based on the unit of bytes. As the
cache eviction and admission are based on data piece for
live streaming, we employ the data piece number to denote cache size.
We use synthetic data requests generated in Section 4.4
to evaluate caching algorithms. Some typical parameters of
the data set are listed in Table 2. Note that all the ten channels have the same lag length, group size and duration
values.
We compare the performance of SLW with that of ﬁve
other algorithms. Implementation details of some caching
algorithms are modiﬁed to accommodate the P2P live
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Table 2
Synthetic data requests parameters.

Duration (duration)

10
15 s
32 for probability 0.25
48 for probability 0.75
44 data pieces per second on average
3000 s

90
80

Cache Hit Ratio(%)

Channel number (chN)
Lag length (L)
Group size (groupSize)

100

70
60
FIFO
GD
LFU
OPT
P2P
SLW
LRU

50
40
30
20

streaming trafﬁc. The algorithms are implemented as
follows:

6.2. Performance results
The examined algorithms fall into ﬁve categories as
previously illustrated: OPT, SLW, LRU, FIFO and LFU. We

0

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

Cache Size (# of Data Pieces Cached)

(a) Performance Results
60
50
Improvement (%)

 OPT: The OPT (Optimal) algorithm eliminates the data
pieces that will be latest used. It serves as a benchmark
for the performance of other algorithms. The result of
OPT is the upper bound which can hardly be achieved
by other algorithms since OPT uses future information
which is not known a priori in practice.
 FIFO: The FIFO (First In First Out) algorithm evicts data
pieces in the ﬁrst-in-ﬁrst-out fashion. It’s the ﬁrst algorithm that comes to mind when we ﬁnd the sliding window characteristics of the trafﬁc.
 LRU: The LRU (Least Recently Used) algorithm evicts the
least recently used data pieces. It explores the temporal
locality of data and is widely used.
 LFU-LSB: The LSB (Least Sent Bytes) algorithm uses the
transmitted bytes of an object as eviction criteria [10].
The LFU (Least Frequently Used) algorithm evicts the
object with the least access frequency. As the request
frequency and served bytes correlate with each other
in live streaming, these two algorithms are implemented as the same: ﬁrst look for a channel least frequently accessed, and then eliminate the data piece
least requested.
 GD: As the GDS (GreedyDual-Size) algorithm [30] takes
object size into consideration, which cannot be directly
applied for live streaming, we implement the more basic
GD algorithm [31]. The GD algorithm assigns a weight to
each newly cached data piece. When cache miss occurs,
the data piece with the least weight is removed, and the
weights of the other pieces in cache are reduced by the
least weight. If a data piece is hit, its weight restores to
the original value. The mechanism of the GD algorithm
is very similar to that of LRU.
 P2P: The P2P algorithm [6] is proposed for P2P ﬁle sharing. It evicts the object with the lowest ci , where ci is
updated by ‘‘ci þ ¼ hit=cached size of object i”. For P2P
live streaming, the algorithm is implemented to
eliminate the least frequently requested data piece from
the channel with the lowest ci , and ci is updated with
‘‘ci þ ¼ hit=cached size of channel i”. So cache eviction
always occurs in the channel with least requests, like
LFU.

10

40
30
20
10
0

0

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Cache Size (# of Data Pieces Cached)

7000

(b) Performance Gain of SLW over LRU
Fig. 9. Algorithms comparison.

can also see the grouping in their performance results
(Fig. 9). LFU is not suitable for live streaming because
data piece popularity is changing all the time. The frequent access of some data pieces especially those at the
tail of the requesting window does not indicate that they
will be requested again. Temporal locality is observed
from the good performance of LRU. But it does not utilize
the continuity of popular data pieces (i.e., spatial locality), so its performance is not so good as SLW. SLW
works best among the online algorithms since it explores
both temporal and spatial locality. The performance of
SLW is the closest to that of the off-line OPT algorithm,
gaining nearly 50% improvement over the performance
gap between LRU and OPT (Fig. 9). The poor performance
of FIFO implies that simply applying the FIFO policy cannot achieve very good results.
Fig. 9 veriﬁes that P2P live streaming trafﬁc is very
favorable for caching. In our case, the requesting window
size (X) of a single channel is 660. When cache size is about
6600 (chN  X), the cache hit rate of SLW nearly reaches
100%. So it is with the OPT, GD, LRU and FIFO algorithms.
The sharp increase of cache hit rate with the increase of
cache size is considerable when cache size is small. Only
about 2000 data pieces need to be cached to serve 80% of
the data requests. That’s to say, deploying a small cache
in the network can signiﬁcantly reduce the trafﬁc imposed
by P2P live streaming systems.
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100
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Fig. 10. Online user number affecting SLW performance.

To examine the effect of online users on the SLW performance, we run SLW through the synthetic data in each
channel with different online user numbers ranging from
138 to 3724. The experimental results (Fig. 10) show that
the SLW performance on a single channel is irrelevant to
the online user number and the cache hit rate is nearly
100% when cache size is as large as X ¼ 44  15 ¼ 660.
It’s because the cache size determines the fraction of requests that can be cached in the requesting window. If
the requesting window size is the same, the cache hit rate
depends on the cache size only.
It’s common that different channels may have different
requesting rates. We run SLW on a data set with average
requesting rate of 76 data pieces per second to study the
requesting rate impact on its performance. The new data
set has the requesting window size X ¼ 76  15 ¼ 1140.
Fig. 11 shows the SLW performance on this data set. We
normalize the performance curve linearly to that of the
data set with group size 44 and ﬁnd that the two curves
match very well (Fig. 11). The experimental results verify
that the requesting rate correlates linearly with the performance of SLW. It implies that the same cache performance
can be maintained by linearly increasing requesting window size while requesting rate increases.
6.3. Modeling the SLW algorithm performance

set given a cache size? We calculate the cache hit rate theoretically with the GEV distribution and then compare it
with the experimental SLW performance. Results show
that the theoretical performance and the experimental
one matches perfectly. Consequently the performance proﬁles by theoretical computation can be employed to estimate the SLW performance, which is shown at the end of
this section.
We have obtained the experimental performance of
SLW. Now we try to calculate its performance theoretically. The point-in-time data requests of one channel are
studied. Ideally the cache hit rate for any given time is
the same since the data requesting rate is stable. So the
cache hit rate calculated with a snapshot can represent
the overall algorithm performance. The GEV distribution
describes the data piece popularity during its lifetime.
We assume the ﬁrst data requests for every two adjacent
data pieces are released with the same interval length,
which is reasonable with stable requesting rate. Consequently all the data pieces in the requesting window correspond to the points (i.e. the age of each data piece) evenly
distributed in the x-axis span (Fig. 12) and their current
popularity can be reﬂected by the corresponding y values
of the points on the distribution curve. Popular data pieces
have more requests while unpopular ones have less. In
other words, the discrete x value can be viewed as a data
piece in the requesting window, and the corresponding y
value reﬂects the proportional population requesting the
data piece. As SLW always caches the most popular data
pieces, we can calculate the shadowed area in Fig. 12 as
the cache hit rate and formulate it (h) as

h ¼ Fðx2 Þ  Fðx1 Þ;

ð4Þ

with the constraints

f ðx2 Þ ¼ f ðx1 Þ;

x 1 þ t ¼ x2 ;

x 1 6 l 0 6 x2 ;

where FðxÞ and f ðxÞ are the cumulative distribution function and probability density function respectively. The
function value f ðxÞ reaches its maximum when x ¼ l0 . Variable t is the cache size. We need to obtain the relationship
between h and t.
For each x1 , we can calculate x2 (thus t) with binary
search in x (x > l0 ) on the GEV distribution curve in

In this section, we try to answer the question: how to
estimate the SLW algorithm performance on a speciﬁc data
GEV distribution (Density)
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Fig. 11. Group size affecting SLW performance.
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Fig. 12. Cache hit ratio calculation.
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Table 3
Different distribution parameters.

100

Distribution

Parameters

Lag length

GEV 1

GEV

15 s

GEV 2
NORM

GEV
normal

j ¼ 0:214242
l ¼ 2:46523
r ¼ 1:99242
j ¼ 0:1; l ¼ 10; r ¼ 14
l ¼ 7:5; r ¼ 3:2
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Curve 1: theoretical results
Curve 2: experimental results
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Fig. 13. Theoretical vs. experimental results.

Fig. 12. Then h can be calculated with Eq. (4). By enumerating x1 , we can obtain a list of ðh; tÞ pairs. We multiply 100=L to every t to normalize the results from
requesting window size X ¼ L (L ¼ 15 here) to X ¼ 100
(100 is chosen just for convenience), and plot the new
ðh; tÞ pairs in Fig. 13(Curve 1), which is the theoretical
SLW performance. The x-axis indicates the percentage
of data pieces cached over the requesting window, and
the y-axis indicates the percentage of data requests
served from cache. To compare the theoretical performance with the experimental one, we also normalize
the experimental performance curve to X ¼ 100 (Curve
2 in Fig. 13) and ﬁnd that these two curves almost coincide with each other.
The theoretical performance curve, only relevant to the
requesting window property decided by the GEV distribution parameters, matches the experimental results very
well. We call it a standard proﬁle. By theoretically calculating the cache hit rate for some speciﬁc distributions, we
obtain some standard proﬁles shown in Fig. 14. Table 3
lists the distribution parameters. The different performance curves reﬂect the different properties of different
distributions.
Now we can use these standard proﬁles as guidelines to
estimate the SLW performance given a cache size. First dis-

100

Cache Hit Ratio(%)

80

60
GEV 1
GEV 2
NORM

40

20

0

0

20

40

60

80

Cache Size(# of Data Pieces Cached)
Fig. 14. Comparison of different distributions.

100

tribute cache size among the channels according to their
channel popularity and data requesting rates (refer to the
‘‘Channel Cache Size Adjustment” routine in Fig. 8). And
then use the requesting rate and the standard proﬁles to
compute cache hit rate of each channel. At last, the overall
cache hit rate can be calculated by adding the cache hit
rate of single channels weighted by its proportional
popularity.
6.4. Cache size optimization
We can also estimate the required cache size to achieve
certain cache hit rate. Since the cache hit rate of SLW increases with the increase of cache size, we can use binary
search to estimate the required cache size with a given
cache hit rate. The estimation can help avoid unnecessary
cache usage and optimize cache size.
For example, the cache hit rate of SLW nearly reaches
100% when cache size is about 6600 in Fig. 9. Actually
we can calculate the required cache size with any given
cache hit rate. The calculated cache size is also the minimum one to reach certain cache performance. Extra cache
can be spared if the performance already meets real
requirements.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the characteristics of data requests in P2P live streaming and modeled the lag distribution with the generalized extreme value distribution. With
the help of the ﬁndings, we designed a data request generator to generate synthetic trafﬁc for P2P live streaming
applications. Furthermore, we proposed a novel caching
algorithm for P2P live streaming applications-SLW. The
SLW algorithm explores both temporal and spatial locality
of data requests and gets the best performance among the
online caching policies including LRU, LFU and FIFO. Experiments prove that the P2P live streaming trafﬁc is very
favorable for caching. Deploying a small cache in the network can signiﬁcantly reduce the trafﬁc imposed by the
P2P live streaming systems. By studying the factors affecting SLW performance, we calculated standard performance
proﬁles with the lag distributions and illustrated their
practical usage in estimating algorithm performance. In
the future, we plan to make a similar study on the caching
strategies for P2P video-on-demand trafﬁc. Since P2P VoD
trafﬁc does not have obvious synchronization characteristics as P2P live streaming, caching strategies for P2P VoD
trafﬁc may share more similarities with those for P2P ﬁle
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sharing trafﬁc. The effectiveness and beneﬁts of the SLW
algorithm in real environments need further investigation
as well.
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